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Let A and B be Banach algebras. Assume that A is unital. We prove
that an additive map T : A → B strongly preserves Drazin (or
equivalently group) invertibility, if and only if T is a Jordan triple
homomorphism. When A and B are C∗-algebras, we characterize
the linear maps strongly preserving generalized invertibility (in the
Jordan systems’ sense), and as consequencewe determine the struc-
ture of selfadjoint linear maps strongly preserving Moore–Penrose
invertibility.
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1. Preliminaries
Let A be a Banach algebra. An element b ∈ A is called the Drazin inverse of a ∈ A, if
ab = ba, bab = b, and akba = ak for some positive integer k. (1.1)
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The least of such k is the index of a, denoted by ind(a), and when ind(a) = 1, b is called the group
inverse of a. For a unital Banach algebra, Conditions (1.1) are equivalent to
ab = ba, bab = b, and a − a2b is nilpotent
(see [19, Lemma 2.1]). The Drazin inverse, and hence the group inverse, is unique whenever it exists.
Let AD and AG denote the sets of all Drazin and group invertible elements in A, respectively. Similarly
aD and aG denote the Drazin inverse and group inverse of a, respectively. Drazin invertibility was
introduced in 1958 by Drazin [9] and it became an important tool in matrix theory, partial differential
equations, Markow chain, cryptography, iterative method, or multibody system dynamics (see for
instance [1,6,22,24]).
Recall that an element a ∈ A is regular if there is b ∈ A such that aba = a and b = bab. For an
element a in A let us consider the left and right multiplication operators La : x → ax and Ra : x → xa,
respectively. If a is regular, then so are La and Ra, and thus their ranges aA = La(A) and Aa = Ra(A) are
both closed.
Regular elements in unital C∗-algebras have been studied by Harte and Mbekhta [12,13]. The main
result in [12] states that an element a in a C*-algebra A is regular if and only if aA is closed.
Given a and b in a C∗-algebra A, we shall say that b is a Moore–Penrose inverse of a if a = aba,
b = bab and ab and ba are selfadjoint. It is known that every regular element a in A has a unique
Moore–Penrose inverse that will be denoted by a† [12]. Let A† be the set of regular elements in the
C∗-algebra A.
A linear (additive) map T : A → B between Banach algebras is a Jordan homomorphism if T(a2) =
T(a)2, for all a ∈ A, equivalently T(ab + ba) = T(a)T(b) + T(b)T(a), for all a, b ∈ A. If A and B are
unital, T is called unital if T(1) = 1, where 1 is used to denote the identity element of both A and B. It
is well known that if T : A → B is a Jordan homomorphism, then T is a Jordan triple homomorphism,
that is
T(abc + cba) = T(a)T(b)T(c) + T(c)T(b)T(a), (1.2)
for all a, b, c ∈ A. If A and B are C∗-algebras, then T is called selfadjoint if T(a∗) = T(a)∗, for every
a ∈ A. Selfadjoint Jordan homomorphisms are named Jordan ∗-homomorphism.
Every unital Jordan homomorphismbetween Banach algebras strongly preserves invertibility, that is,
T(a−1) = T(a)−1, for every invertible element a ∈ A. Moreover, Hua’s theorem (see [14]) states that
every unital additivemap between fields that strongly preserves invertibility is either an isomorphism
or an anti-isomorphism. This resultwas later generalized tomatrix algebras [10] and recently extended
to Banach algebras (see [2,23]). In fact, [2,23] were the starting point of the study of Hua’s type char-
acterizations for Banach algebras: if T : A → B is a Jordan homomorphism between Banach algebras,
then it strongly preserves group invertibility ( T(aG) = T(a)G for every a ∈ AG) andDrazin invertibility
(T(aD) = T(a)D for every a ∈ AD); see [23, Theorem 2.1]. Conversely, if T : A → B is a linear map
and T(1) = 1 (respectively, T(1) is invertible or 1 ∈ T(A)), strongly preserving invertibility, group
invertibility or Drazin invertibility, then T (respectively T(1)T) is a unital Jordan homomorphism (and
T(1) commutes with the image of T) [2, Theorem 4.2]. The authors conjecture that T(1)T is a unital
Jordan homomorphism without any assumption on T(1) (see [2, Conjecture 4.6]).
Let A and B be C∗-algebras. We say that a map T : A → B strongly preserves Moore–Penrose invert-
ibility if T(a†) = T(a)†, for all a ∈ A†. It can be proved that every Jordan ∗-homomorphism strongly
preserves Moore–Penrose invertibility. In [23], Mbekhta proved that a surjective unital bounded lin-
ear map from a real rank zero C∗-algebra to a prime C∗-algebra strongly preserves Moore–Penrose
invertibility if and only if it is either an ∗-homomorphism or an ∗-antihomomorphism. Recently in
[5] the authors show that a linear map strongly preserving Moore–Penrose invertibility T : A → B
between C∗-algebras, is a Jordan ∗-homomorphism multiplied by a regular element of B commuting
with T(A), whenever A is unital and linearly spanned by its projections, or when A is unital and has
real rank zero and T is bounded. Also, it is proved that every bijective linear map strongly preserving
Moore–Penrose invertibility from a unital C∗-algebra with essential socle is a Jordan ∗-isomorphism
multiplied by an involutory element. The problem for linearmaps strongly preservingMoore–Penrose
invertibility between general C∗-algebras remains open.
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We shall mention that other authors have previously considered mappings strongly preserving
generalized invertibility. In [3,7], the authors studied linear maps between matrix algebras over some
field with at least five elements, or connected commutative unital rings, strongly preserving group
invertibility or Drazin invertibility. Later, in [8] Cui characterized additive maps between algebras of
bounded linear operators on infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces strongly preserving Drazin invertibil-
ity, assuming that the image contains the set of all minimal idempotents. Linear maps strongly pre-
servingMoore–Penrose invertibility for matrix algebras over some fields were considered by Zhang et
al. [26].
There exists a wider class of complex Banach spaces containing all C∗-algebras in which the notion
of regularity makes sense and extends the concept given for C∗-algebras. We refer to the class of
JB*-triples introduced by W. Kaup in [16]. A JB*-triple is a complex Banach space E together with a
continuous triple product {., ., .} : E × E × E → E, which is conjugate linear in the middle variable,
and symmetric and bilinear in the outer variables satisfying that:
(a) L(a, b)L(x, y) = L(x, y)L(a, b)+ L(L(a, b)x, y)− L(x, L(b, a)y),where L(a, b) is the operator
on E given by L(a, b)x = {a, b, x} .
(b) L(a, a) is an hermitian operator with non-negative spectrum.
(c) ‖L(a, a)‖ = ‖a‖2.
For each x in a JB*-triple E, Q(x)will stand for the conjugate linear operator on E defined by Q(x)(y) =
{x, y, x}.
Every C*-algebra is a JB*-triple via the triple product given by
{x, y, z} = 1
2
(xy∗z + zy∗x), (1.3)
and every JB*-algebra is a JB*-triple under the triple product
{x, y, z} = (x ◦ y∗) ◦ z + (z ◦ y∗) ◦ x − (x ◦ z) ◦ y∗.
An element e in a JB*-triple E is said to be a tripotent if {e, e, e} = e. (Tripotents in C∗-algebras
are just partial isometries.) Each tripotent e in E gives raise to the so-called Peirce decomposition of E
associated to e, that is,
E = E2(e) ⊕ E1(e) ⊕ E0(e),
where for i = 0, 1, 2, Ei(e) is the i2 eigenspace of L(e, e). The Peirce decomposition satisfies certain
rules known as Peirce arithmetic:
{
Ei(e), Ej(e), Ek(e)
} ⊆ Ei−j+k(e),
if i − j + k ∈ {0, 1, 2} and is zero otherwise. In addition,
{E2(e), E0(e), E} = {E0(e), E2(e), E} = 0.
The Peirce space E2(e) is a JB*-algebra with product x • y := {x, e, y} and involution x := {e, x, e}.
Moreover the triple product induced on E2(e) by this Jordan
∗-algebra structure coincides with its
original triple product, that is
{x, y, z} = (x • y) • z + (z • y) • x − (x • z) • y. (1.4)
For every element x in a JB*-triple E, we write x[1] := x, x[3] := {x, x, x}, and x[2n+1] :={
x, x, x[2n−1]
}
(n ∈ N).
Regular elements in Jordan triple systems and JB∗-triples were originally studied by Férnandez
López et al. [11], Loos [21] and Kaup [17]. An element a in a JB*-triple E is called von Neumann regular
if there exists (a unique) b ∈ E such that Q(a)(b) = a, Q(b)(a) = b and Q(a)Q(b) = Q(b)Q(a), or
equivalently Q(a)(b) = a and Q(a)(b[3]) = b. The element b is called the generalized inverse of a. We
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observe that every tripotent e in E is von Neumann regular and its generalized inverse coincides with
it. We refer to [4,11,18,21] for basics results on von Neumann regularity in JB∗-triples.
Let us denote by E∧ the set of regular elements in the JB*-triple E, and for an element a ∈ E∧ let
a∧ denotes its generalized inverse.
For a C∗-algebra A, EA stands for the JB∗-triple with underlaying Banach space A, and triple product
defined by (1.3). Let a be an element in EA. Then the mapping Q(a) is given by Q(a)(x) = {a, x, a} =
ax∗a = Ua(x∗). Thus, ahasMoore–Penrose inverse b in the C∗-algebraA, if and only if ahas generalized
inverse b∗ in the JB*-triple EA. That is A†=EA∧ =: A∧ and a∧ = (a†)∗ = (a∗)†.
Let A and B be C∗-algebras. We say that a linear map T : A → B strongly preserves regularity if
T(a∧) = T(a)∧, for all a ∈ A∧. Notice that if T is selfadjoint, then T strongly preservesMoore–Penrose
invertibility if and only if T strongly preserves regularity.
The present paper is devoted to the study of additive and linear maps strongly preserving Drazin,
group and generalized invertibility. The key tool is the use of the Hua’s identity in the Banach algebras
pAp for a Banach algebra A and a nonzero idempotent p ∈ A, and also in the JB∗-algebra ee∗Ae∗e, for a
C∗-algebra A and a partial isometry e ∈ A (see [14,15]).
The main result in Section 2 gives a positive answer to [2, Conjecture 4.6] for Drazin and group
invertibility. It states that an additive map T : A → B between Banach algebras strongly preserves
Drazin invertibility (equivalently, group invertibility) if and only if it is a Jordan triple homomorphism.
In Section 3 we characterize linear maps between C∗-algebras strongly preserving regularity, and as
consequencewedescribe the selfadjoint linearmaps betweenC∗-algebras strongly preservingMoore–
Penrose invertibility. Just the domain is assumed to be unital.
2. Additive maps strongly preserving Drazin invertibility
Let A be a unital Banach algebra. Let us denote by A−1 the set of all invertible elements in A. Given
a ∈ A−1 and λ ∈ Qwith 0 < |λ| < ||a−1||−2, it is clear that b = λ−1a, and a− b−1 = a− λa−1 are
invertible elements in A. Therefore, by Hua’s identity (see [14])
(
a−1 − (a − λa−1)−1
)−1 = a − a(λ−1a)a = a − λ−1a3. (2.5)
Lemma 2.1. Let A and B be Banach algebras, and let T : A → B be an additive map strongly preserving
group invertibility. Then T(u3) = T(u)3 for every u ∈ AG.
Proof. Let u ∈ AG , u = 0, and p = uuG = uGu its associated idempotent. Then pAp is a unital Banach
algebra (with unit element p) and u ∈ pAp is invertible with inverse uG ∈ pAp. Thus, for every λ ∈ Q
with 0 < |λ| < ||uG||−2, it is clear that u − λuG is an invertible element of the local algebra pAp.
Moreover if x ∈ pAp is invertible in pApwith inverse y ∈ pAp, then x has group inverse y inA. Therefore,
the inverse of u − λuG regarded as an element of pAp is its group inverse in A. In the same way, the
inverse of uG − (u − λuG)G in pAp is its group inverse in A. According to Eq. (2.5), we get
u − λ−1u3 = (uG − (u − λuG)G)G.
We may assume that T(u) = 0 (otherwise the result is trivial). As T strongly preserves group
invertibility, we know that T(u) has group inverse T(u)G . Given λ ∈ Q such that 0 < |λ| <
min{||uG||−2, ||T(u)G||−2}, the above arguments applied to T(u) yield
T(u) − λ−1T(u)3 = (T(u)G − (T(u) − λT(u)G)G)G.
Since T is additive (henceQ-linear) and strongly preserves group inverses, it follows that
T(u) − λ−1T(u)3 = (T(uG) − T(u − λuG)G)G
= T(uG − (u − λuG)G)G = T((uG − (u − λuG)G)G)
= T(u − λ−1u3) = T(u) − λ−1T(u3).
Hence T(u3) = T(u)3, as desired. 
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It is clear that the zero map strongly preserves group invertibility; we prove that no other additive
map annihilating the identity element strongly preserves group invertibility.
Proposition 2.2. Let A andB be Banach algebras, and let T : A → B be an additivemap strongly preserving
group invertibility. Then either T(1) = 0 or T = 0.
Proof. If b and 1 + b are invertible elements in A, as consequence of Hua’s identity [14]
1 = (1 + b)−1 + (1 + b−1)−1.
Since T strongly preserves group invertibility,
T(1) = T((1 + b)−1) + T((1 + b−1)−1) = (T(1) + T(b))G + (T(1) + T(b)G)G.
If we assume that T(1) = 0, then we get
T(b)G + T(b) = 0,
for every b ∈ A−1 with 1+ b ∈ A−1. Thus, given a ∈ A−1, and α ∈ Q \ {0} such that |α| < ||a||−1, it
is clear that αa and 1 + αa are invertible, and therefore T(a)G = −α2T(a). By the uniqueness of the
group inverse, we have T(a) = 0. Thus T is the zero map. 
Proposition 2.3. Let A and B be Banach algebras, A is assumed to be unital. Let T : A → B be an additive
map strongly preserving group invertibility. For every x ∈ A,
(1) 3T(x) = T(1)2T(x) + T(x)T(1)2 + T(1)T(x)T(1).
(2) 3T(x2) = T(x)2T(1) + T(1)T(x)2 + T(x)T(1)T(x).
Proof. Let u ∈ A−1 and α ∈ Q be such that 0 < |α| < ||u−1||−1. Then u + α ∈ A−1, and by Lemma
2.1, we know that T(u3) = T(u)3, T(1) = T(1)3 and T((u+ α)3) = T(u+ α)3. As T is additive, these
three equalities can be combined in order to obtain
3T(u2) + 3αT(u) = T(u)2T(1) + αT(1)2T(u) + T(u)T(1)T(u)
+αT(u)T(1)2 + T(1)T(u)2 + αT(1)T(u)T(1).
From this it is clear that
3T(u) = T(1)2T(u) + T(u)T(1)2 + T(1)T(u)T(1) (2.6)
and
3T(u2) = T(u)2T(1) + T(1)T(u)2 + T(u)T(1)T(u), (2.7)
for every invertible element u in A.
Given x ∈ A, let μ ∈ Q be such that u = x + μ is invertible. Since T(1)3 = T(1) and T is additive,
statement (1) followsdirectly fromEq. (2.6).Moreover, by takingu = x+μ in Eq. (2.7) and rearranging
terms we get
3T(x2) + 3μ2T(1) + 6μT(x) = T(x)2T(1) + T(1)T(x)2 + 3μ2T(1)3
+2μ(T(1)2T(x) + T(x)T(1)2 + T(1)T(x)T(1))
+T(x)T(1)T(x).
Having in mind the assertion (1) just proved and that T(1) = T(1)3, statement (2) can be deduced
immediately from the above expression. 
We present now our first main result.
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Theorem 2.4. Let A and B be Banach algebras, and let T : A → B be an additive map. Suppose that A is
unital. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) T strongly preserves Drazin invertibility.
(2) T strongly preserves group invertibility.
(3) T(1) = T(1)3 and T = T(1)S for a Jordan homomorphism S : A → B such that T(1) commutes
with the range of S.
(4) T is a Jordan triple homomorphism.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Assume that T strongly preservesDrazin invertibility. From [9, Theorem3, Corollary
2] if x ∈ A is Drazin invertible then xD is Drazin invertible and (xD)D = x2xD. In particular, x has a group
inverse if and only if x = (xD)D . Thus, for every group invertible element u ∈ A, T(u) = T((uD)D) =
T(uD)D = (T(u)D)D, which shows that T(u) has group inverse T(u)G = T(u)D = T(uD) = T(uG). That
is, T strongly preserves group invertibility.
(2) ⇒ (3) Suppose that T strongly preserves group invertibility. By the preceding proposition we
know that
3T(x) = T(1)2T(x) + T(x)T(1)2 + T(1)T(x)T(1) (2.8)
and
3T(x2) = T(x)2T(1) + T(1)T(x)2 + T(x)T(1)T(x), (2.9)
for all x ∈ A.
By multiplying (2.8) on the left and right by T(1) and having in mind that T(1)3 = T(1)we deduce
T(1)T(x)T(1) = T(1)2T(x)T(1)2,
for all x ∈ A. If we multiply again this equation by T(1) we get
T(1)2T(x)T(1) = T(1)T(x)T(1)2, (2.10)
for all x ∈ A. Also from Eq. (2.8) (by multiplying by T(1) on the left and right, respectively) and Eq.
(2.10) it follows
2T(1)T(x) = T(1)T(x)T(1)2 + T(1)2T(x)T(1) = 2T(1)T(x)T(1)2
and
2T(x)T(1) = T(1)2T(x)T(1) + T(1)T(x)T(1)2 = 2T(1)T(x)T(1)2.
That is,
T(x)T(1) = T(1)T(x), (2.11)
for every x in A. By taking into account this last equality in (2.8) and (2.9) we deduce
T(x) = T(1)2T(x) = T(x)T(1)2 (2.12)
and
T(x2) = T(x)2T(1), (2.13)
for all x ∈ A. Thus, S(x) = T(1)T(x) defines a Jordan homomorphism, and T(x) = S(x)T(1) =
T(1)S(x), for all x ∈ A.
(3) ⇒ (1) Take T(1) = T(1)3 and T = T(1)S for a Jordan homomorphism S : A → B such
that T(1) commutes with the range of S. As S is a Jordan homomorphism, it strongly preserves Drazin
invertibility (see [23, Theorem 2.1]). Let a ∈ AD and b = aD, that is ab = ba, bab = b and ak = akba.
Since S is a Jordan homomorphism, T(1) = T(1)3 and T(1) commutes with the image of S, it is clear
that T(a)T(b) = T(b)T(a) and
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T(b) = T(bab) = T(1)S(bab) = T(1)S(b)S(a)S(b) = T(1)3S(b)S(a)S(b)
= T(1)S(b)T(1)S(a)T(1)S(b) = T(b)T(a)T(b).
Similar arguments yield
T(a)k = T(1)kS(a)k = T(1)kS(a)kS(b)S(a) = T(1)kS(a)kT(1)S(b)T(1)S(a)
= T(a)kT(b)T(a).
This proves that T strongly preserves Drazin invertibility.
To conclude the proof, we show that (3) and (4) are equivalents. Notice that if T = T(1)S for a
Jordan homomorphism S : A → B such that T(1) commutes with the range of S and T(1) = T(1)3, it
is clear that for every a, b ∈ A,
T(a)T(b)T(a) = T(1)S(a)T(1)S(b)T(1)S(a) = T(1)3S(a)S(b)S(a)
= T(1)S(aba) = T(aba),
which shows that T is a Jordan triple homomorphism. Reciprocally, if T is a Jordan triple homomor-
phism, for every x ∈ A, as
x = 1
2
(x11 + 11x) = 1x1
it follows that
T(x) = 1
2
(T(x)T(1)2 + T(1)2T(x)) = T(1)T(x)T(1).
By multiplying on the right, respectively left, by T(1) and having in mind that T(1)3 = T(1) we get
T(x)T(1) = T(1)2T(x)T(1) = T(1)T(x)T(1)2 = T(1)T(x).
This proves that T(1) commutes with the range of T . Moreover, since x2 = x1x we also have T(x2) =
T(x)2T(1). Therefore S = T(1)T is a Jordan homomorphism such that T = T(1)S. 
Remark 2.5. Let A and B be unital Banach algebras and T : A → B be an additive map strongly
preserving group invertibility. From Eq. (2.12) it is clear that if T(A)∩B−1 = ∅, then T(1)2 = 1. Hence
T is a unital Jordan homomorphism multiplied by an invertible element commuting with the range
of T . (Compare with [2, Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.7] which also holds when generalized invertibility is
replaced by group invertibility.)
Remark 2.6. The concept of generalized Drazin inverse in a unital complex Banach algebra A was
introduced by Koliha [19]. The condition a − a2b nilpotent was replaced by a − a2b quasinilpotent.
Thus, an element a of A is Koliha–Drazin invertible if there exists b ∈ A such that
ab = ba, bab = b, and a − a2b is quasinilpotent.
The Koliha–Drazin inverse of a is unique if it exists, and is denoted by aKD. An element a ∈ A is Koliha–
Drazin invertible if and only if it is the sum of a Drazin invertible element x and a quasinilpotent
element y such that xy = yx = 0. In this case, aKD = xD (see [19,20]).
By [19, Theorem 5.4], if a has Koliha–Drazin inverse, then (aKD)KD = a2aKD. Hence a has group
inverse if and only if a = (aKD)KD . Therefore if T : A → B is an additive map between unital complex
Banach algebras strongly preserving Koliha–Drazin invertibility, the same arguments employed in
(1) ⇒ (2) of Theorem 2.4, shows that T strongly preserves group invertibility, and hence there exists
a Jordan homomorphism S : A → B with T(x) = T(1)S(x) = S(x)T(1), for all x ∈ A.
Finally, let T(x) = T(1)S(x) = S(x)T(1), for all x ∈ A, with S a unital Jordan homomorphism
and T(1)3 = T(1). Given a Koliha–Drazin invertible element a ∈ A with aKD = b, arguing as
in (3) ⇒ (1) of Theorem 2.4 it follows that T(a)T(b) = T(b)T(a), T(b)T(a)T(b) = T(b). Let us
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show that T(a) − T(a)2T(b) is quasinilpotent. Notice that since S a unital Jordan homomorphism,
it preserves quasinilpotent elements. Moreover, since S(a2b) = S(aba) = S(a)2S(b) it is clear that
T(a) − T(a)2T(b) = T(1)(S(a) − S(a)2S(b)) = T(1)S(a − a2b) is quasinilpotent.
3. Linear maps strongly preserving regularity in C∗-algebras
It is proved in [18, Lemma 3.2] (see also [4, Theorem 3.4]) that for each von Neumann regular
element a in a JB∗-triple E, there exists a tripotent e ∈ E satisfying that a is a selfadjoint invertible
element in the JB∗-algebra E2(e). Moreover L(a, b) = L(b, a) = L(e, e) (compare with [18, Lemma
3.2]). Recall that an element a in a unital Jordan algebra J = (J, ◦) is invertible if there exists a (unique)
element b ∈ J such that a ◦ b = 1 and a2 ◦ b = a, equivalently Ua is invertible with inverse Ub, where
Ua is defined by Ua(x) = 2a ◦ (a ◦ x) − a2 ◦ x. If a is invertible, its inverse is denoted as usual by a−1.
Moreover if a and b are invertible elements in the Jordan algebra J such that a− b−1 is also invertible,
then a−1 + (b−1 − a)−1 is invertible and the Hua identity
(
a−1 + (b−1 − a)−1
)−1 = a − Ua(b) (3.14)
holds (see [15, (11)]).
Lemma3.1. LetAandBbeC∗-algebrasandT bea linearmapstronglypreserving regularity. ThenT(u[3]) =
T(u)[3], for every u ∈ A∧.
Proof. Let u ∈ A∧ \ {0}. Then there exists a unique partial isometry e, such that u is selfadjoint and
invertible in the Jordan algebra (EA)2(e) = ee∗Ae∗e, with inverse u∧. Hence for every λ ∈ Q with
0 < |λ| < ||u∧||−2, the element u−λu∧ is invertible in ee∗Ae∗e. Reciprocally, the inverses of u−λu∧
and u∧ − (u − λu∧)∧ in ee∗Ae∗e are their generalized inverses in EA (recall that the triple product
induced on (EA)2(e) = ee∗Ae∗e by the Jordan ∗-algebra structure coincides with its original triple
product, (1.4), and Q(u) = Uu ◦ , for every u ∈ A ). By the Hua identity (3.14) we obtain
u − λ−1u[3] =
(
u∧ − (u − λu∧)∧
)∧
.
Let u ∈ A∧. We may assume that T(u) = 0. Since T strongly preserves regularity, T(u)∧ = T(u∧) and
thus, for λ ∈ Qwith 0 < |λ| < min{||u∧||−2, ||T(u)∧||−2}, we get
T(u) − λ−1T(u)[3] =
(
T(u)∧ − (T(u) − λT(u)∧)∧
)∧
.
Arguing as in Lemma 2.1 we deduce that
T(u) − λ−1T(u)[3] = (T(u∧) − T(u − λu∧)∧)∧ = T(u) − λ−1T(u[3]).
Hence T(u[3]) = T(u)[3]. 
Remark 3.2. As in Proposition 2.2 it is clear that the zeromap between C∗-algebras strongly preserves
regularity and that this is theonlymapstronglypreserving regularity annihilating the identity element.
Proposition 3.3. Let A and B be C∗-algebras, A unital, and T : A → B be a linear map strongly preserving
regularity. For every a ∈ A,
(1) T(1)∗T(a) = T(a∗)∗T(1) and T(a)T(1)∗ = T(1)T(a∗)∗.
(2) T(a) = T(1)T(1)∗T(a) = T(a)T(1)∗T(1) = T(1)T(a∗)∗T(1).
(3) T(1)∗T(a2) = T(a∗)∗T(a).
Proof. Let u ∈ A−1 andα ∈ Q be such that 0 < |α| < ||u−1||−1. Then u+α ∈ A−1, and by the above
lemma, we know that T(u[3]) = T(u)[3], T(1) = T(1)[3] and T((u + α)[3]) = T(u + α)[3]. Hence
(u + α)[3] = u[3] + α3 + α(uu∗ + u∗u) + 2α2u + αu2 + α2u∗
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and
(T(u) + αT(1))[3] = T(u)[3] + α3T(1)
+2α{T(u), T(u), T(1)} + α{T(u), T(1), T(u)}
+2α2{T(1), T(1), T(u)} + α2{T(1), T(u), T(1)}.
By merging these two equations we deduce
T(uu∗ + u∗u) + 2αT(u) + T(u2) + αT(u∗)
= 2{T(u), T(u), T(1)} + {T(u), T(1), T(u)}
+2α{T(1), T(1), T(u)} + α{T(1), T(u), T(1)},
for all α ∈ Qwith 0 < |α| < ||u−1||−1. This shows that
2T(u) + T(u∗) = 2{T(1), T(1), T(u)} + {T(1), T(u), T(1)} (3.15)
and
T(uu∗ + u∗u) + T(u2) = 2{T(u), T(u), T(1)} + {T(u), T(1), T(u)}. (3.16)
for every invertible element u ∈ A.
Given x ∈ A, let μ ∈ Q such that u = x + μ is invertible. From Eq. (3.15), as T is linear and T(1) is
a tripotent, it is clear that
2T(x) + T(x∗) = 2{T(1), T(1), T(x)} + {T(1), T(x), T(1)}.
Let us assume that x = x∗. Then
3T(x) = 2{T(1), T(1), T(x)} + {T(1), T(x), T(1)}. (3.17)
Moreover, since {T(1), {T(1), T(1), T(x)}, T(1)} = {T(1), T(x), T(1)}, we deduce
{T(1), T(x), T(1)} = {T(1), {T(1), T(x), T(1)}, T(1)},
or equivalently
T(1)T(x)∗T(1) = T(1)T(1)∗T(x)T(1)∗T(1).
We nowmultiply this equation by T(1)∗ on the left and right, respectively, to obtain
T(1)∗T(1)T(x)∗T(1) = T(1)∗T(x)T(1)∗T(1)
and
T(1)T(x)∗T(1)T(1)∗ = T(1)T(1)∗T(x)T(1)∗.
Also, by multiplying (3.17) on the left and right by T(1)∗, and having in mind these last two equations
we have, respectively
T(1)∗T(x) = T(1)∗T(x)T(1)∗T(1) = T(1)∗T(1)T(x)∗T(1)
and
T(x)T(1)∗ = T(1)T(1)∗T(x)T(1)∗ = T(1)T(x)∗T(1)T(1)∗.
In particular
T(1)∗T(x) = (T(1)∗T(x))∗ = T(x)∗T(1)
and
T(x)T(1)∗ = (T(x)T(1)∗)∗ = T(1)T(x)∗.
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By linearizing these expressions we obtain
T(1)∗T(a) = T(a∗)∗T(1) T(a)T(1)∗ = T(1)T(a∗)∗. (3.18)
Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) imply
T(x) = T(1)T(1)∗T(x) = T(x)T(1)∗T(1) = T(1)T(x∗)∗T(1), (3.19)
for all x ∈ A. In particular, if u is a selfadjoint invertible element in A, Eqs. (3.16) and (3.18) lead to
T(u2) = T(u)T(u)∗T(1) = T(1)T(u)∗T(u) = T(u)T(1)∗T(u). (3.20)
Thus, given a selfadjoint element h ∈ A, and μ ∈ Q such that u = h + μ is invertible, since
T(1)[3] = T(1) and T is linear, Eq. (3.20) applied to u = h + μ, together with Eq. (3.18) yield
T(h2) = T(h)T(h)∗T(1) = T(1)T(h)∗T(h) = T(h)T(1)∗T(h). (3.21)
Thus, for every h, k selfadjoint elements in A, Eq. (3.21) ensures that
T(hk + kh) = T(h)T(1)∗T(k) + T(k)T(1)∗T(h).
Having in mind (3.19)
T(1)∗T(hk + kh) = T(h)∗T(k) + T(k)∗T(h). (3.22)
As T is linear, from Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) we deduce that
T(1)∗T(a2) = T(a∗)∗T(a),
for every a ∈ A, and the proof is completed. 
Corollary 3.4. Let A and B be C*-algebras and T : A → B be a linear map strongly preserving regularity.
Then T is continuous.
Proof. From the third assertion of the preceding proposition it is clear that the linear mapping S :
A → B, S(x) := T(x)T(1)∗, is positive, and hence continuous. Indeed, given a positive element a ∈ A,
there exists a selfadjoint element x ∈ A such that a = x2. Then
S(a) = T(x2)T(1)∗ = T(x)T(x)∗  0.
Finally, if x = x∗ then
‖T(x)‖2 = ‖T(x)T(x)∗‖ = ‖S(x2)‖  ‖S‖‖x‖2,
which implies that T is bounded on selfadjoint elements, and thus continuous. 
It is clear that every linear map between C*-algebras that strongly preserves regularity (in partic-
ular, every selfadjoint linear map strongly preserving Moore–Penrose invertibility) preserves partial
isometries. Recall that by [25, Theorem 3.1] a bounded linear map between C*-algebras is a triple ho-
momorphism if and only if it preserves partial isometries. Thus, by the above corollary it is clear that
T : A → B is a triple homomorphismwhenever it strongly preserves regularity.We can state themain
result of this section.
Theorem 3.5. Let A and B be C*-algebras and T : A → B be a linear map. The following are equivalent:
(1) T strongly preserves regularity.
(2) T(1) is a partial isometry and T = T(1)S for a Jordan ∗-homomorphism S : A → B, with
ST(1)∗T(1) = T(1)∗T(1)S.
(3) T is a triple homomorphism.
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Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Let us assume that T strongly preserves regularity. Then T(1)[3] = T(1) and by
Proposition 3.3 the linear mapping S : A → B defined by S(x) = T(1)∗T(x) is a Jordan∗-homomorphism, T(x) = T(1)S(x) and S(x)T(1)∗T(1) = S(x) = T(1)∗T(1)S(x).
(2) ⇒ (3) Pick x ∈ A. Then
T(x[3]) = T(1)S(x[3]) = T(1)[3]S(x)[3]
= T(1)T(1)∗T(1)S(x)S(x)∗S(x) = T(1)S(x)T(1)∗T(1)S(x∗)S(x)
= T(1)S(x)S(x∗)T(1)∗T(1)S(x) = T(1)S(x)S(x)∗T(1)∗T(1)S(x)
= T(x)T(x)∗T(x) = T(x)[3],
which shows that T is a triple homomorphism.
(3) ⇒ (1) It is enough to recall that b is the generalized inverse if a if and only if Q(a)(b) = a and
Q(a)(b[3]) = b. 
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